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Assessment

FEP

Excellent 100%-90% (4 pts) Good 89%-80% (3 pts) Satisfactory 79%-70%
(2 pts)

Poor 69% or less (1 pt) No Data

Course
content
objective
(1, 7%)
PR-USH-BLOOM.6
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.1.4

Student analyzes the
knowledge connected to
the assignment within the
context of the course and
creates new information or
knowledge.

Student applies the
knowledge connected to
the assignment within the
context of the course.

Students knows,
remembers and
understands the knowledge
connected
to the assignment within
the context of the course.

Student did not fulfill the
assignment within the
context of the course.

 

Self awarness
(1, 7%)
PR-USH-21STC.3
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.3.1

Student demonstrates high
level of Self-Awareness
skills by showing
independence in all of the
components.

Student demonstrates
Self-Awareness skills by
showing positive behaviors
in all of the components.

Student demonstrates
some Self-Awareness skills
by positive behaviors in
most of the components.

Student demonstrates
control over
Self-Awareness skills only
with external support.

 

Interpersonal
relations (1, 7%)
PR-USH-21STC.3
PR-USH-BLOOM.5
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.2.2
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.3
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.3.1

Student takes appropriate
initiative in discussion about
conflict resolution.

Student contributes to
discussion about conflict
resolution.

Student makes minimal
contribution to discussion
about conflict resolution.

Student does not
participate in discussion
about conflict resolution.

 

Heatlh and
wellness (1, 7%)
PR-USH-21STC.5
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.3.6

Student is able to
independently identify and
analyze and relate the
characteristics of a healthy
lifestyle to maximizing
personal potential.

Student, with little
assistance, can identify or
relate the characteristics of
a healthy lifestyle to
maximizing personal
potential.

Student, with increased
guidance, can identify or
relate the characteristics of
a healthy lifestyle to
maximizing personal
potential.

Student, even with help,
cannot identify or relate the
characteristics of a healthy
lifestyle to maximizing
personal potential.

 

Study habits
(1, 7%)
PR-USH-BLOOM.6
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.3.4

Student will have printed
out class notes, read them
with a highlighter after each
unit or relevant part of a
unit. The student thinks
about the ideas, and not
merely understands them,
but can explain them in a
way that is original.

Student reads the the class
notes, but answers are
usually a straightforward
representation of what
they've read, with no added
twists or unique insights
appropriate to his or her
age.

Student reads the the class
notes and shows some
understanding of the
concepts, but is unable to
actually work with those
ideas in a way that would
make a difference in their
understanding.

Student rarely reads the
notes online. He or she
settles for some
understanding from the
classroom, but does not
read and study outside of
class.

 

Team work
(1, 7%)
PR-USH-21STC.1
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.2.2

Student communicates,
interacts and collaborates
with team members.
Student builds collaborative
relationships with others
(i.e. peers, staff, faculty,
and/or community
members) through the
engagement experience.

Student communicates,
interacts with team
members.
Students reflects
collaborative relationships
with others (i.e. peers,
staff, faculty, and/or
community members)
through the engagement
experience.

Student communicates with
team members.
Student is aware of
collaborative relationships
with others (i.e. peers,
staff, faculty, and/or
community members)
through the engagement
experience.

Student does not
communicate with team
members.

 

Oral and
written
communication
(1, 7%)
PR-USH-21STC.4
PR-USH-BLOOM.2
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.2.1

Student communicates
(write, speak, present) with
an excellent command of
the conventions of spoken
or written language.
Develops a point of view
and demonstrate
outstanding critical thinking.

Students communicates
(write, speak, present)
using many of the
conventions of spoken or
written language.
Develops ideas or positions
of his or her own.

Student communicates
(write, speak, present)
using a number of the basic
conventions of language.
Begins to form ideas or
state a position: likes and
dislikes, agreement,
disagreement, in a short
and direct manner, lacking
supporting details.

Student does not
communicate (write, speak,
present) using a number of
the basic conventions of
language.
Does not state a position
or develop ideas.

 

Ethics (1, 7%)
PR-USH-21STC.2
PR-USH-BLOOM.5
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.1.1

Student analyzes a
complex ethical situation
and demonstrates an
understanding of major and
subtle ethical problems in
the case studies.

Students demonstrates
understanding of the major
ethical problems and
applies the tools they have
learned to analyze the
situation.

Student is aware of some
ethical problems but does
not use appropriate tools to
analyze the problem (s).

Student is not aware of
ethical problems.

 

Life-long
learning (1, 7%)
PR-USH-BLOOM.5
PR-USH-BLOOM.6
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.3.4

Student explores a topic in
depth, demostrates
awareness of knew
information. Demostrates
independent interest in
educational experiencies.
Reviews prior learnings and
demonstrates changed
perspectives and maturity.

Student explores a topic in
depth. Pursues substantial,
additional knowledge
and/or actively pursues
independent educational
experiences.
Review prior learnings and
applies knowledge and
skills in new situations.

Student explores a topic
with some evidence of
depth, and shows interest
in additional knowledge.
Makes reference to prior
learnings and tries to apply
that knowledge for
comprehension.

Student explores a topic at
the surface level.
Does not look beyond
classroom requirements.
Does not refer to prior
learning or show interest on
independent educational
experiences.

 

Technology
skills (1, 7%)
PR-USH-21STC.6
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.1.5

Student understands, runs
and creates new and
original materials and uses
technology in a new and
innovative way.

Student understands, runs
and applies
computer-based
technology to learning
activities.

Student knows and tests
computer-based
technology to comply with
the learning activities.

The student does not
understand or use
computer-based
technology to comply with
the learning activities.
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Engagement
(1, 7%)
PR-USH-21STC.5
PR-USH-BLOOM.6
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.1.2
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.3.2

Student demonstrates
interest to seek additional
information or knowledge
or expresses the
willingness to
seek additional
opportunities to participate
in co-curricular activities.

Student sees a connection
between the activities,
career
development, and lifelong
learning, or recognizes a
lack of prior knowledge and
experience and expresses
the
willingness to apply the
information learned or the
experience gained.

Student expresses
interest in the co-curricular
activities or acknowledges
some value of the activities,
and they are able to report
the
activities in their own
words.

Student is
disinterested or
uninterested in the
co-curricular activities,
or is unaware of the
activities’ value. Students
providesd rote responses
with superficial information
about the co-curricular
activities.

 

Critical
thinking (1, 7%)
PR-USH-21STC.3
PR-USH-BLOOM.4
PR-USH-BLOOM.5
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.2.2

Student accurately
interprets evidence,
statements, graphics,
questions, etc.
Identify the salient
arguments (reasons and
claims) pro and con.
Thoughtfully analyze and
evaluate subtle alternative
points of view.

Student interprets relevant
arguments (reasons and
claims) pro and con.
Offer analyses and
evaluations of subtle
alternative points of view.

Student ignores or
superficially evaluates
obvious alternative points
of view.
Justify few results or
procedures, seldom explain
reasons.

The student does not fulfill
the assignment within the
context of the course.

 

Inquiry and
analysis (1, 7%)
PR-USH-21STC.2
PR-USH-21STC.3
PR-USH-21STC.6
PR-USH-BLOOM.4
PR-USH-BLOOM.5
PR-USH-BLOOM.6

Student organizes and
synthesizes evidence to
reveal insightful patterns,
differences, or similarities
related to focus. States a
conclusion that is a logical
extrapolation from the
inquiry findings.

Student organizes evidence
to reveal important
patterns, differences, or
similarities related to focus.
States a conclusion
focused solely on the
inquiry findings. The
conclusion arises
specifically from and
responds specifically to the
inquiry findings.

Student organizes
evidence, but the
organization is not effective
in revealing important
patterns, differences, or
similarities. States a
general conclusion that,
because it is so general,
also applies beyond the
scope of the inquiry
findings.

Student lists evidence, but
it is not organized and/or is
unrelated to focus. States
an ambiguous, illogical, or
unsupportable conclusion
from inquiry findings.

 

Problem
solving (1, 7%)
PR-USH-21STC.2
PR-USH-21STC.3
PR-USH-BLOOM.4
PR-USH-BLOOM.5
PR-USH-PERFIL-
SUBGRAD.2.2

Student defines clearly the
problem and overall
purpose is clear. Applies
effectively previous
knowledge and integrate
new information to assist
problem solving process.
The solution and all
relevant work are practical.

Student defines the
problem purpose is
generally clear. He or she
applies limited amount of
previous knowledge and
does not consistently use
information effectively. The
solution is generally
correct; but it is not
completely clear how the
student arrived at this
response.

Student defines incorrectly
or too narrowly the
problem and the purpose is
not always clear. Unable to
connect with previous
knowledge or integrate
useful information. The
solution is generally
correct; but there is no
information showing how
the student arrived at this
response.

There is no apparent
purpose. The problem
is not stated or is not
clear. The solution and
supportive information is
totally irrelevant to the
problem.
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